SUMMARY Address configuration is a key problem in data center networks. The core issue of automatic address configuration is assigning logical addresses to the physical network according to a blueprint, namely logical-to-device ID mapping, which can be formulated as a graph isomorphic problem and is hard. Recently years, some work has been proposed for this problem, such as DAC and ETAC. DAC adopts a sub-graph isomorphic algorithm. By leveraging the structure characteristic of data center network, DAC can finish the mapping process quickly when there is no malfunction. However, in the presence of any malfunctions, DAC need human effort to correct these malfunctions and thus is time-consuming. ETAC improves on DAC and can finish mapping even in the presence of malfunctions. However, ETAC also suffers from some robustness and efficiency problems. In this paper, we present GA-MAP, a data center networks address mapping algorithm based on genetic algorithm. By intelligently leveraging the structure characteristic of data center networks and the global search characteristic of genetic algorithm, GA-MAP can solve the address mapping problem quickly. Moreover, GA-MAP can even finish address mapping when physical network involved in malfunctions, making it more robust than ETAC. We evaluate GA-MAP via extensive simulation in several of aspects, including computation time, error-tolerance, convergence characteristic and the influence of population size. The simulation results demonstrate that GA-MAP is effective for data center addresses mapping.
Introduction
Data center networks (DCN) are the basic facility of Internet and cloud computing. Recent years, with the rapid development of information technology and cloud computing, data center networks have been brought from the backend to the frontend and received considerable attention. Node address configuration is a basic step in data center network. Before a data center network provides any services, it must be configured with correct logic addresses. Usually, a node has a device address and must be configured with a logic address. Typically, the device address is a physical address and is unchangeable. However, the logic address may be an IP address or other special address, for example, BCube [3] or DCell [4] ID.
Recent years, the scales of data center networks keep enlarging quickly. A modern data center network may have millions of nodes. Given a data center network with such a large scale, time complexity is a main concern in address configuration, for a little increase in time complexity may cause large increase in time cost. More important, for cost and energy consideration, many current data center networks are run in a cloud fashion, which is also a main trend of the future data center networks. In cloud computing, network resources are applied and released dynamically, which further increases the requirement for time efficient address configuration algorithm. For example, in cloud computing, some web services may expand at daytime and shrink or stop at night (for cost consideration). And still some other applications may run in a reverse manner. For instance, in Amazon AWS [15] , resources are charged by the hours, and in Windows Azure [16] and Google Compute Engine [17] , resources are even charged by the minute. In such a dynamic circumstances, address configuration time may have significant influence to not only the efficiency but also user experience.
Traditionally, we use DHCP [10] or Zeroconf [11] for dynamic IP address configuration, both of which issue a stochastic address for a node. However, in many newly proposed data center structures, such as Fat-Tree [1] , VL2 [2] , BCube [3] and DCell [4] , the node addresses are usually topology-dependent, which means that the logic addresses are encoded according to their topologies and location information. Thus, directly using DHCP or Zeroconf may encounter obstacles.
The core issue of topology-dependent address configuration is addresses mapping, that's to say, assigning logical IDs (e.g., IP addresses) defined in the blueprint to the corresponding device IDs(e.g., MAC addresses) defined in the physical graph. Recently, some methods have been proposed, such as DAC [5] and ETAC [6] . When there is no malfunction in physical graph, DAC maps the logical IDs to the device IDs quickly. However, if there are any malfunctions, DAC requires a manual correction, which is timeconsuming. To conquer this shortcoming, ETAC proposes a framework for address configuration in the presence of malfunctions without involving any human efforts. ETAC first abstracts the physical topology into a conceptual graph and removes the malfunction nodes from the conceptual graph. Then, it mathematically formulates the address mapping problem into an induced subgraph isomorphism problem. However, for the sake of the complexity of graph isomorphism, ETAC also suffers from some efficiency problem. As the network scale grows large, ETAC may need minutes of time to finish the isomorphic mapping. In addition, letting
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⃝ 2015 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers the nodes involved in malfunctions (e.g. link failure) be unconfigured may make some other nodes uninvolved in malfunctions but related to them cannot work(e.g., in Fig. 2(c) ).
In this paper, we propose GA-MAP, a new error tolerant address mapping method based on genetic algorithm. By skillfully leveraging the structure characteristics of data center networks and the global search feature of genetic algorithm, GA-MAP can solve the address mapping problem quickly even in the presence of malfunctions. Specifically, we make the following main contributions in this paper.
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to formulate the address mapping problem into an optimal problem and solve it by genetic algorithm. Our solution is effective, which is of key significance in real time situations such as cloud computing. Simulation results show that, for a data center with hundreds of thousands of devices, our method can accomplish the mapping process within 30 seconds.
• Additionally, our algorithm instinctively has the ability to tolerate errors. Even if there are malfunctions in the physical networks such as link failure or miswiring or even node breakdown, our algorithm can find the maximal isomorphic subgraph and map the logical IDs to the physical nodes without any special handling. Recent researches have shown that in a large data center, malfunction is not uncommon event. And thus a robust error-tolerant characteristic is of great importance.
• Third, our algorithm can be easily parallelled in a multithread fashion or in a multi computer circumstances. This will speed up our solution further.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We propose our genetic algorithm based mapping algorithm in Sect. 2 and validate our design via extensive simulations in Sect. 3. Section 4 summarizes related work. Then we conclude the paper in Sect. 5.
GA-MAP's Design

Basic Concepts and Problem Formulation
Given the blueprint and physical graph as input, we simply generate a stochastic mapping between them. Then, both blueprint and physical graph are transformed into their respective adjacency matrices. For most data center network topologies, there is no loop and parallel edge. They are simple undirected graphs and their adjacency matrices are symmetric 0-1 matrices. In this paper, we just consider such network topology. Thus, an adjacency matrix of graph G is defined as follows:
Definition 1 [9] : Let G = ⟨V, E⟩ be a graph of order n and size m, where V (G) = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n } and E (G) = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m }. The adjacency matrix of G is an n×n matrix A =
, where
Obviously, an adjacency matrix is dependent on the vertex ordering. But since the mapping relationship is sequence-independent, we assume the vertex ordering in the physical graph remains unchanged. Then, a mapping permutation from the blueprint to the physical graph just depends on the vertex ordering of blueprint. To find an isomorphic mapping between blueprint and physical graph, we only need to alter the vertex ordering of blueprint to minimize our objective function. To introduce our objective function, we further define some notations based on definition 1.
are their respective adjacency matrices, the line difference number between A and B's ith(1 ≤ i ≤ n) line is defined as the sum of their exclusive or value of the relative elements, denoted as rxd(i), that is:
The sum of all line difference numbers is called the difference number of A and B, denoted as rxd(A, B), that's:
Note that rxd(A, B) reflects a certain connection relation difference between graph G and H under the special mapping relationship under a special mapping relationship. Then, considering the corresponding matrices of blueprint and physical graph B n×n and P n×n , if the blueprint and physical graph can be isomorphically mapped, there should be a mapping permutation which will make the difference number between their relative matrices be zero; and if they can only be partly isomorphically mapped (e.g., some physical nodes are broken), there should be a subgraph in the blueprint which can be isomorphically mapped to the physical graph and make the difference number between blueprint and physical graph minimal. Thus we use the difference number function which is specified in formula (3) as a global objective function. It is also the fitness function of our GA-MAP.
Therefore, the problem of data center network address configuration can be transferred to an optimization problem defined as following:
It's obvious that finding an isomorphic mapping or finding a maximum subgraph isomorphic mapping (in the presence of malfunctions) is equal to finding a mapping that minimizes the difference number of their respective matrices of blueprint and physical graph. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first time to transform the address mapping problem into an optimization problem and solve it by a genetic algorithm-based method.
The GA-MAP Algorithm
The top view of the GA-MAP is shown in Fig. 1 . In the initial stage, we simply conduct a stochastic mapping from the logical IDs to the device IDs. Each mapping is a chromosome. We generate chromosomes in pairs. According to the above-mentioned assumption, a mapping just depends on the vertex ordering of the blueprint. Therefore, a chromosome in our algorithm can be denoted as a permutation of logical IDs of the blueprint, such as X = x 1 x 2 . . . x n , where n is the number of nodes and x i is a logical ID. Without loss of generality, we assume that the device IDs is numbered from 1 to n. Then, such a chromosome means a mapping relationship
Once a couple of chromosomes are generated, we perform greedy-self-evolution, for each chromosome ,we greedy exchange nodes' mapping relations until it encounters a local minimum and then we get an evolved chromosome, which is a partially wellmapped node permutation. Then, we test whether the number of chromosomes is enough. This process is performed iteratively until we get enough chromosomes. And then we go to the complementary-crossover process. By intelligently selecting the crossover object, we may escape from the local minima of chromosomes and get a better population. After complementary-crossover, we perform mutation. It's the same operator as in the initial stage. The crossover and mutation operator perform alternately until a termination criterion is satisfied. The intuition of GA-MAP is that by greedy-self-evolution we quickly get enough chromosomes with well-evolved genes, and in the complementarycrossover stage our method hybridizes these chromosomes with complementary genes and gets more evolved chromosomes.
Generally speaking, GA-MAP follows a typical form of genetic algorithm, which contains a population initiation, a crossover and a mutation process and an iterative evolution process. However, there are still some special considerations concerning the special characteristics of our problem. First, instead of using a fixed size of chromosome population, we introduce a heuristics and adopt an iterative approach to test whether the size of population is enough. Our simulation results show that our method usually gets a more appropriate population size, which we will discuss later in Sect. 3. Second, in a conventional genetic algorithm, the mutation operator usually alters some bits of the chromosome stochastically with a given probability p m . However, in GA-MAP, the mutation operator is directed by a fitness function. These differences make our algorithm have a fast computation time and high convergence rate.
The idea in GA-MAP includes two basic operators: greedy-self-evolution and complementary-crossover. We will discuss it later. Another question is what population size is enough? We discuss this first. 
Population Size Determination
How many chromosomes are enough? The intuition is that the more the number of chromosomes is the more possible it is to find an isomorphic mapping. But on the other hand, more chromosomes may consume more time. The question is equal to balance the tradeoff between the number of chromosomes and efficiency. In GA-MA, we introduce a heuristics to determine the population size.
Definition 3:
are the adjacency matrices of X and physical graph respectively. If j=n ∑ j=1 (a i j ⊕ b i j ) = 0, we call that the corresponding node x i is well-mapped, otherwise is illmapped. The number of ill-mapped nodes in X denotes as
By the definition 3, we can define a mapping state string W (X) = w 1 w 2 · · · w n on the chromosome X = x 1 x 2 · · · x n as following: 
We can define a well-mapped vertex number M (S ) by the number of bits which are 1 in W 0 . The intuitive meaning of M is how many vertexes have ever been well-mapped in the evolved chromosome set. In our solution, we use M as a reference to the population size. In the population generation stage, we map logical IDs to device IDs randomly and generate chromosomes in pairs. Then we perform greedy-self-evolution to transform them into evolved chromosomes. After that, we compute the value of M and test whether the number of nodes which are never well-mapped is lower or equal to the degree difference number d
, that is:
Let function f : (G, i) → N denote the number of vertexes in G whose degree is i. Then d
can be depicted as following:
Where n is the vertex number in G b and G p . Once formula (6) is satisfied, the population generation process will terminate. Here we first assume that both graphs have the same order of n. We will discuss the case with different orders in the end of the section.
Greedy-Self-Evolution
The basic idea of greedy-self-evolution is that: we keep the vertex ordering of physical graph fixed. Then, for each node in blueprint whose line difference number is not zero, we greedily choose a vertex which will make the difference number minimize for substitution. This process continues until it encounters a local minimum, and then we get a partly evolved chromosome. A substitution is defined as follows.
Definition 4: Let X = x 1 x 2··· x n be a chromosome with n nodes, a substitution of X in the position i and j is the exchange of its ith element with its jth element, denoted as
To perform greedy-self-evolution, each chromosome is transformed into its related adjacency matrix first. Then, all vertexes are sorted by line difference number in descending order (do not actually exchange the adjacency matrix). And then, we greedily find the vertex for substitution one by one. This process does not stop until it encounters a local minimum, where exchanging any pair of vertex will make the total difference number rxd (B, P) become larger.
Complementary-Crossover
Once all chromosomes reach their local minima, we go to the crossover stage to jump out the local minimum. The normal crossover methods include one-point crossover, multi-point crossover, uniform crossover and so on. Generally speaking, our crossover method belongs to the second category. However, instead of stochastically choosing a chromosome and some bits for crossover, we introduce a complementary-crossover approach. We intelligently choose a complementary chromosome and its complementary bits for crossover and therefore get a more evolved chromosome. But which chromosome is the best crossover target for a chromosome?
Definition
X, Y).
Based on the definition 5, we can define a complementation function from chromosome X to Y as following:
Then, the best crossover chromosome for Y is the chromosome X which minimizes the complementation function h (X, Y). Assuming the complementary vertex set from X to Y is V C (X, Y), and the one-hop neighbors of V C (X, Y) is V N (X, Y), then, we define a crossover vertex set V E as follows:
For each v k in V E (X, Y), assuming the position in chromosome X is i, and the relative vertex in chromosome Y is y i , then we perform a substitution x i → y i in Y. Obviously, our crossover operator is also somewhat different from the normal crossover operator, which may exchange the relative vertexes on chromosomes X and Y. However, that may lead to repeated vertexes in a chromosome, which is obviously infeasible. Therefore, we just use a complementary chromosome X as a reference to find a good substitution series and make such substitutions in Y. For each chromosome in the population we conduct the complementary-crossover process and eventually make the population evolves to a better one.
Termination Criterion
Once the complementary-crossover finish, we further perform mutation operator, which is a greedy-self-evolution process as mentioned above. After that, we need to conduct a test that whether the termination criterion is satisfied. We use thee termination criteria in GA-MAP. One is a specific iteration generation MAX. In our implementation, the MAX is fixed to 500. Another is whether there exists a chromosome in a population whose ill-mapped node number is After finishing the greedy-self-evolution process in each iteration, we record the best chromosome and its fitness function value. If the value in this iteration is larger than the one in last iteration, which means that the best chromosome in this generation is worse than the best one in last generation, our algorithm returns the best chromosome found in the last iteration and terminates.
In the above, we discussed the case when the physical graph and blueprint have the same order. But in some cases, such as node breakdown, the two graphs may have different node numbers and the above algorithm may become unavailable. However, since usually the malfunction nodes are rare, we can add some virtual nodes logically and make the two graphs have the same number of nodes. These virtual nodes do not connect with any other nodes and do not participate in the difference number computation. By this simple handling, GA-MAP can easily address the case with different numbers of nodes. Meanwhile, GA-MAP can be easily extended to a parallel version for accelerating. The population generation process and the greedy-self-evolution process instinctively can be performed in parallel fashion.
A Walkthrough of GA-MAP
To give an intuitive imagination of GA-MAP, we provide an example of our algorithm in this section. The blueprint and physical graph are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b) . The dotted line in physical graph represents a link failure. For space constraints, we omit some steps and just show some important ones here. At the beginning, by the comparison between the node degrees of the two graphs, GA-MAP finds the degree difference number is 2. Then, we map the logical IDs to the device IDs randomly and get a chromosome S 1 , Next, both graphs are transformed into adjacency matrices (for space constraints, we omit them here). As it is mentioned above, we let the row and column number correspond with the device IDs in physical network graph and keep them fixed. We just greedy alter the permutation of the nodes in blueprint and their corresponding adjacency matrices to minimize the objective function. Then, after greedy-self-evolution, namely making substitutions of node C and F, A and B, we reach a local minimum and then get an evolutional chromosome S 2 ="BDAFGHIKCEJ". Next, we try another chromosome S 3 , assuming which is "BED-FKHIJACG". Again, by greedy-self-evolution of substitutions of node B and C, E and F, D and C, we reach another local minimum and get another evolutional chromosome S 4 ="CFBEKHIJADG". The mapping relationship and the ill-mapped nodes are shown in Table 1 . The nodes ill-mapped are marked in red. Since the number of nodes that are never well-mapped in S 2 and S 4 is 2, which is equal to the degree difference number counted at the beginning, then, we get enough evolutional chromosomes, which are S 2 ="BDAFGHIKCEJ" and S 4 ="CFBEKHIJADG". Their relative matrices are shown in Fig. 3 . The chromosome S 4 's nodes C and I are the complementary nodes for node B and I in S 2 . The neighbors of C and I are E and F. Therefore, we make substitutions C ↔ B, E ↔ F, I ↔ I, and get a new chromosome S 5 = "CDAEGHIKBFJ". Again, by greedy-self-evolution (the substitution series is K ↔ J, B ↔ C, B ↔ A), we get another chromosome S 6 ="ADBEGHIJ CFK", whose difference number is 2 and it is equal to the node degree difference computed at the beginning. Finally, GA-MAP gets the mapping relationship and returns, which is A ⇔ 1, D ⇔ 2, B ⇔ 3, E ⇔ 4, G ⇔ 5, H ⇔ 6, I ⇔ 7, J ⇔ 8, C ⇔ 9, F ⇔ 10, K ⇔ 11.
Note that if we solve this problem by ETAC, it may remove the nodes involved in malfunctions from the primitive physical graph conceptually and gets a new device graph as Fig. 2(c) . As it is depicted in the figure, that will split the network into two pieces and make the whole network not work. In contrast, this can be avoided in GA-MAP and we can find a full mapping to all nodes.
The Principles behind GA-MAP
After detailing our solution, we want to briefly discuss our design principles behind GA-MAP and answer the question why GA-MAP can work efficiently. In a search view, our solution performs well mainly due to two aspects: steepest descent and heuristic rollback.
Steepest descent: Comparing with the former solutions such as DAC or ETAC, GA-MAP utilizes a global objective function as its search guide. In each step of the greedy-self-evolution, it directly searches along the steepest direction, which makes it reach the local optimum quickly. Each local minimum may contain some well-mapped blocks and then we may get many well-mapped blocks, each of which is a connected subgraph consisted by the wellmapped nodes and their neighbors. Besides, comparing with 4 An example of block mapping many other algorithms which are memoryless, in GA-MAP, the best mapping relationship has been recorded in the chromosomes iteration by iteration and can be reused in the following search processes. Heuristic rollback: When a chromosome encounters a local minimum but there are some nodes not well-mapped, instead of blindly altering the nodes' mapping relationship randomly, we intelligently choose to directly exchange these nodes that are not well-mapped and their neighbors with their complementary nodes. By this way, we use the historical search information skillfully and make GA-MAP more likely to search along a right direction and reach its global minimal. The intuitive imagination of heuristic rollback is that: by greedy-self-evolution, we get many well-mapped subgraphs, we call such a subgraph as a "block" and see it as a whole. Then, in the rollback stage (complementarycrossover), we just need to perform block-exchange, but not node-exchange. For example in Fig. 4 , by greedy-selfevolution, GA-MAP may map block A to block D, block B to block C and fall into local minimum. A common search algorithm may roll back node by node. In contrast, GA-MAP performs in a block exchange manner, which will significantly decrease the search time. For example in this case, GA-MAP only needs to exchange the block mapping relationship directly and obtain the final isomorphic mapping.
Performance Evaluation
We investigate GA-MAP in several aspects, including computation time vs. scale, error tolerance, the influence of population size and convergence. All the simulations are performed on a windows sever with an Intel 2.7GHz dual-core CPU and 4G DRAM. The language we use is C++.
Performance vs. Scale and Error Patterns
We evaluate the performance of GA-MAP via extensive simulations on four typical recently proposed data center structures: Fat-Tree, VL2, BCube and DCell. The former two are switch-centric data center structures and the latter two are server-centric data center structures. And all of them Notes: in Fat-Tree(n), n is the number of switch ports; in V(n r , n c ), n r +2 is the port number of ToR switch and n c is the number of root and aggregate switch ports; in BCube(n, k) and DCell(n, k), n is the number of switch ports and k+1 is layer number. For more information,please refer to Fat-Tree [1] , VL2 [2] , BCube [3] and DCell [4] .
can be extended to the scale of millions of nodes. We evaluate the performance of GA-MAP under different scales of each structure, which is shown in Table 2 . First, we fix the malfunction node number to be 50 and study the efficiency of GA-MAP under different structures and scales. We compare the computation time with the mapping algorithm SMA using in ETAC. Second, we study the relationship between calculation time and the number of malfunction nodes. For common cases, malfunctions may be few. So we constrain the number of malfunction nodes from 10 to 100. Third, we validate whether our algorithm is relative to special malfunction types or not.
A. Performance vs. Scale. In this simulation, we evaluate the calculation performance of GA-MAP under all four data center structures and all scales in Table 2 . For a common case, the number of malfunction nodes is small. So we fix the number of malfunction nodes to 50. In our experiment, malfunction includes three types: node breakdown, link failure and miswiring. We compare GA-MAP with SMA and the results are shown in Fig. 5 . As it's depicted in the figure, we observe that GA-MAP performs better than SMA on all the evaluated cases. Especially in Fat-tree and VL2, GA-MAP is near 10 times faster than SMA. In all cases, GA-MAP can finish in 30 seconds, which is acceptable in real applications.
B. Performance vs. error number. To evaluate the performance under different numbers of malfunction nodes, in this section, we fix the scale of blueprint and change the number of malfunction nodes from 10 to 100 with the interval of 10. Then we observe the variety of calculation times. We select Fat-tree (60) for demonstration. For each number of malfunction nodes, we repeat the experiment for 100 times and then calculate the average time. In each experiment, the malfunction nodes are randomly selected from all the nodes. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6 . We To further test whether the performance of GA-MAP is relative to the error pattern, we select top 2% cases whose calculation times are the longest in the above experiment. For each case, we repeat GA-MAP 100 times. We compare the average time with the one calculate in the above experiment. Figure 7 depicts the results. The red line with five-pointed stars represents the original average time calculated in the above experiment and the orange line with triangles represents the new average time calculated in this experiment. We can observe that the two average times are almost the same, which means that the performance of GA-MAP is almost not relative to error patterns.
Population Size and Convergence
We investigate the influence of the population size on two aspects: convergence and computation time. We adopt Fattree(40) with 50 malfunctions for evaluation. We first repeat GA-MAP 100 times. We call it basic GA-MAP. We use its average computation time and population size as the baseline. The population size distribution is shown in Fig. 8 . We can see that most of the population sizes are fall into the interval [80, 160] . Then, we alter the population size from 80% to 120% to the baseline with the interval of 10% and observe their convergence and computation time. We use the iteration generation as a judgment of convergence. Once GA-MAP terminates in reaching the maximal iteration times MAX, we deem it as not convergence. For each population size, we repeat 100 times. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 9 . As it is depicted in the figure, when the population size reduces to 80% of the baseline, the convergence ratio declines dramatically to about 75% of the basic GA-MAP. The convergence ratio increase as the population size increase. But even the population size increase to 20% more than the baseline, the convergence ratio cannot reach the ratio of basic GA-MAP (as the red star depicts). The computation time is somewhat different. There is a low point when the population size is 90% of the baseline. That's because when the population size is too low, the convergence ratio decrease as well. It may take more computation time. Meanwhile, as the population size increase, it may consume more computation time as well. When the population size increases to 20% more than the baseline, the computation time will increase to about 50% larger than the basic GA-MAP.
GA-MAP vs. S-Roll
The key wisdom in GA-MAP is Complementary-crossover. And its intuitive imagination is block-exchange. To investigate how much such approach influence the performance of GA-MAP. We develop a stochastic rollback approach called S-Roll and make a comparison with it. In S-Roll, once a chromosome fall into local minimum, for each ill-mapped node in it, we stochastically choose a node for substitution. The other parts of S-Roll are fully same as GA-MAP. We take the structure Fat-tree for illustration. Figure 10 shows the results. For the time of S-Roll in Fat-tree(80) is too long, we do not compare it here. We can see evidently from the figure that if we adopt a stochastic mapping approach, the computation time will increase sharply. Another observation in the experiment but not shown here is that we find in S-Roll, the convergence ratio is low. As the scale increase, it even becomes worse. For example in Fat-tree(60), the convergence ratio is only about 30%.
Related Work
Network Address Configuration. Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) [10] and IETF Zeroconf protocol [11] are the most widely deployed two schemes for automatic IP addresses configuration. However, both of them can only work in a subnet and the addresses configured by them are topology-independent, which will not suit for address configuration in newly proposed data center networks whose addresses are related to their topologies.
While address configuration is a basic step before a data center provides any services, recently, some methods have been proposed for this problem. DAC first formulates the address configuration problem into a graph isomorphism problem and proposes a general configuration method by leveraging the structural characteristic of data center networks. DAC takes a blueprint labeled with logical IDs and a physical network topology labeled with device IDs as input, and then DAC maps the logical IDs to device IDs using a subgraph isomorphic algorithm. However, when there are any malfunctions in the physical graph, DAC needs manual correction and it is time-consuming. For this reason, [6] further proposes an error tolerant configuration method ETAC. Instead of waiting for all the malfunctions to be corrected, ETAC first abstracts the physical topology into a conceptual graph and removes the malfunctions from the conceptual graph logically, and then mathematically formulates the address configuration problem into induced subgraph isomorphism problem. Then, ETAC finds an isomorphic mapping for the devices not involved in malfunctions and lets them work first. ETAC accelerates the configuration process with malfunctions, but for the complexity of induced subgraph isomorphism, ETAC also suffers from some robustness and efficiency problems and may not available for some real time interaction situations such as cloud computing. Moreover, letting the nodes involved in malfunction (e.g., link failure) be not configured may make the nodes neighbor to them cannot work, which will further make the case even worse, especially when the nodes are core nodes. Another related work is PortLand [7] . It uses a distributed location discovery protocol (LDP) to map PMAC (pseudo MAC) to AMAC (actual MAC). PMACs are encoded with topology information. LDP leverages the hierarchical structure characteristic of tree-like topology for nodes to decide their levels and then addresses. However, LDP is special for three layer topology.
The recent work [8] also proposes a method DCZeroconf for automatic address configuration in data center networks. DCZeroconf aims to the goal of proposing a fully automatic address configuration method even need no blueprint as input. But DCZeroconf is topologyindependent, which is not satisfied with our requirement.
Genetic algorithm. Since Charles Darwin presented his theory of evolution in 1850s, the concept of genetics and evolution has been widely approved. Over the years, many researchers dedicate themselves to emulate the process of biological evolution on computer and obtain dramatic success [12] - [14] . Nowadays, genetic algorithm has been widely used in many sophisticated search problem such as image processing, network optimization and so on.
According to [13] , genetic algorithms are a class of stochastic search algorithms based on biological evolution. Typically, a genetic algorithm includes three stages: population initialization, crossover and mutation. Usually, in the population initialization stage, it generates initial population randomly, which is a feasible solution set. Then, crossover and mutation perform in an iterative manner to generate a better population. Each iteration is called a generation. In the crossover operator, chromosomes are chosen from the parent population in pairs and then exchange with each other partly. Mutation represents a change in the gene. Usually, the mutation operator flips some randomly selected genes in a chromosome.
The above-mentioned framework is a typical form of genetic algorithm. However, there may be varieties of variations according to the special characteristics of practical applications. In GA-MAP, we following the typical framework of genetic algorithm, but we also apply many special handling concerning our concrete problem.
Conclusion
In this paper, we investigate the address mapping problem in data center networks. To address this problem, both the former works DAC and ETAC transform it into a graph isomorphic problem. However, for the hardness of isomorphic mapping, both of them suffer from some robustness and performance shortages. In this paper, we first transform the address mapping problem into an optimal problem and then solve it by an improved genetic algorithm. The key operations in GA-MAP include greedy-self-evolution and complementary-crossover. Greedy-self-evolution makes GA-MAP reach a local minimum quickly and then get many chromosomes with well-mapped blocks. Complementarycrossover intelligently chooses chromosomes in pairs for crossover and generates a better generation. By skillfully leveraging the global search characteristic of genetic algorithm and the structure characteristics of data center networks, GA-MAP can not only find a good mapping when there is malfunctions in physical networks but also can get a better performance than the former work SMA. The only defect of GA-MAP is that the memory consumption of adjacency matrix is relative high. A simple method is using an adjacency table instead and transferring it to adjacency matrix row by row immediately when it is used. For the data center networks usually are sparse graph, the process can be done quickly.
In this paper, we just use GA-MAP to solve the address mapping problem in data center networks. However, the basic principle in GA-MAP may be suitable for the isomorphic mapping of many sparse graphs. And developing a generic isomorphic mapping algorithm similar to GA-MAP for common sparse graphs is our next step.
